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editor
Legislation requiring
parental or judicial consent
for minors seeking an abor-
tion has come up for the
third year in a row at the
Idaho Legislature. This time,
however, the bill sailed
through.
Even before the RS
was introduced, Gov.
Kempthorne stated that he
would sign it into law if no
amendments had been
offered and so far none have.
Looks like this one's on the
books:
.Parental involvement
laws cause decision delays,
either because teens fear
telling their parents or
because of' the inevitable
stoppages in. going to court
for a: judicial bypass hearing.
The risk of death from abor-
tion increases 30% with each ,
staff
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week of gestation from 8
weeks to 20 weeks, according
to the American Medical Asso-
ciation.
And what about those
teens who become pregnant
through incest, or who live
with abusive parents? Some
minors rnaybe physically or
emotionally harmed if required
to involve a parent in the abor-
, tion decision. This legislation
"provides what's called a judicial
bypass procedure -to get
around such' situations. The
provision permits a teen to
request a waiver of the parental
involvemenr'requirernent.
Great idea. Let's force
young, traumatized girls to
experience even more fear,
shame and anxiety as they
reveal private details of their
lives to complete strangers.
Once again our govern-
ment has made an ill informed
decision which Will likely cause
grave consequences to teens all
across this state.
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cover
Four students, four
decisions
BSU thespians hear of
high honor.
sports
Broncogymnasts
set record.
The opinions presented in advertise-
ments, editorials and cartoons within reflect the
views of those who created them and are not
necessarily the views of TheArbiter or its staff
Biter of the week goes to our
production diety, Stephanie Pit-
tam, who did nearly everything
this week lncludmg compensat-
ing for those who didn't con-
tribute their share. She saved
Editor Hill's life and sanity.
Thank you!
The Arbiter is the official student news-
paper of Boise State University. Its mission is
to provide a forum for the discussion of issues
impacting the community~ The Arbiter} budget
corisists of fees paid by students and advertis-
ing sales. The paper is distributed to the cam-
pus on Wednesdays during the school year. The
first copy is free. Additional copies cost $1
each,payable to TheArbiteroffices.
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Pyramid scheme separates
students from their shekels
dents of Boise State University
says that "several" students
have spoken to her regarding
. their participation in the Pit
Stop.
Lieutenant )im Maxsom
of the Boise Police Department
says, "It seems to have crossed
virtually all lines, rich, poor, stu-
dent to housewife," although he
declined to comment on the
extent of participation among
students. " .
The scheme asks people
to provide $2,000 to be seated
at the "pit crew" level of the Pit
Stop. Eventually, as they bring
people into the Pit
Stop, the ear-
lier rnern-
b e r s
news writer
The latest illegal pyramid. scheme, the "Pit Stop"
pyramid, has led to four arrests
by the Boise Police Depart-
ment and nervousness among
some Boise State students who
were duped into participating.
The Pit Stop asks indi-
viduals to provide $2,000 with
the promise of eventually mak-
ing S16,000. The problems arc
that pyramid schemes always
collapse and are illegal under
Idaho law.'
"Every pyramid col-
lapses," Brett DeLange, the
chief of the consumer protec-
rion unir of the Idaho Attorney
General's office, says. "When
they do, a lot of people are left
seriously hurt."
Some Boise State SOl-
dents have been involved in
the scheme. Margaret
Lezarniz, who pro-
vides legal services
for' students
through the
Associ-
ate d
Stu-
m.o v e
up to
the
"mechanic," "pace 'car" and
"lead driver" level, where they
are given $16,000.
The structure of the Pit
Stop differs from many tradi-
tional pyramids. Every partici-
pant has the potential to
eventually become a ringleader.
.However, like with any
pyramid scheme, the success of
rhePit Stop requires the con-
stant introduction of newindi-
viduals. Eventually, there won't
be any more people interested
in participating and many, if
not most, will lose their money.
In this case, literally thou-
sands of people would have
had to have invested over a mil-
lion dollars for the pyramid to
begin to start returning money
to the participants, Boise Police
Department Lieutenant Jim
Tibbs says.
The people arrested so
far were in leadership positions
in the Pit Stop. In late January,
four arrest warrants were
issued, and one participant
was taken into custody
while three others turned
themselves in. The
structure of the Pit
Stop makes it dlffi-
cult to tell how high
in the pyramid the
people .arrested
actually were.
" The
investigation is
ongoing, but.T
don't foresee
any arrests in the
near future;'.
Maxsom says.
Participa-
tion in the
scheme is a:
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felony, which can be punishable
by five years in prison.
"Your so-called friend is
asking you to commit a felony
and risk your money," Bob
Cooper, a spokes marl for the
Attorney General's office, says.
For people who simply
gave $2,000 to the scheme, the
best course of action is to try to
. get the money back and call the
state attorney general's office,
Maxsom says.
Del.ange, the chief of
the Consumer Protection Unit ,
says that the attorney general's
office has no plans to go after
individuals who simply put
money into the scheme.
"The ones who did the
promotional pitching and
recruiting ... are the ones we're
going after:' he says.
For people more
involved, Maxsom' says there is
always . the.. potential that
.charges couldbeifiled, but the
best aqviceis~till'~ ret\lrnthe
money.
"If they proactively try
to return the money and
cooperate, I could foresee, but
I couldn't make any promises
... that it would be a lot better
for them if they can show ...
that they have tried to do
what's right," he says.
Participants in the Pit
Stop may also incur tax liabil-
ity.
"Since the payments are
made with the expect'luon of
monetary return, it is unlikely
that the payments can be con-
sideredtrue gifts under fed-
eral and Idaho income tax
laws," ,Deputy Attorney
William A. von Tagen says in
an Idaho Attorney General's
.'office press release.
"Consequently, the pay-
.rnents will probably be con-
sidered taxable income to the
recipients and' a tax liability
will result," he says.
_)~:r-. .J) ('-------.--0(8
Too good to be true? Travel scams hit hard
~JimSteele. ?;).C news writer
As the time for planningspring breaks and sum-
mer vacations nears, '
travel agents .recommend
remembering one. truism: you
get what you pay for.
. "Some people fall victim
to travel scams which forces
them to give a credit card nurn-
ber up front and then settle for .
. subpar accommodations, if
they are lucky enough to get off
the ground. Others get caught
paying rock-bottom prices for
airfare but having to rent
expensive hotel rooms or travel
at undesirable times.
"If it looks too good to
be true, it probably is," Bob
Harmon, the co-owner of Har-
mon Travel in Boise, says.
Harmon cited one ad
that has been playing on Boise-
area radio stations. According
to their hotline, Holiday Travel
of America sells round-trip air-
fare from Boise to Hawaii for
$149. Travelers must go in
pairs, and will be responsible
for paying about $150 per
night, per couple, to stay in
three to five-star motel rooms.
However, a. representa-
tive says there is a catch: "The
only restriction is we require 60
days advance notice."
There seems no reason
to believe that Holiday Travel
of America is not a legitimate
company. It is a member of the
Better Business Bureau,
although the BBB has received
some complaints about this
company.
However, the important
element to remember with
travel certificates from any
company is that they don't
guarantee a certain date and
there may be difficulty in
arranging a travel date.
"It's not like you have
actually purchased a vacation,"
Sonja.Kidney, a marketing and
events coordinator at the BBB,
says of any travel certificates.
So far, Margaret Leza-
miz, who offers legal services
through the Associated Stu-
dents of Boise State University,
hasn't heard any complaints
regarding travel scams. How-
ever, she recommends planning.
vacations through a reliable
agency.
The United States Postal
Inspection Service ~~ns ·of
another type of travel scam.
People are contacted through
the mail and asked to call a
company to claim a vacation.
However, that company may
require, membership in a travel
club or payment of an extra
service charge.
The travel club, it warns,
may impose more handling
charges or restrictions on when
the trip ~ be booked. If you
do make it off the ground, you
could arrive at the sunny desti-
nation with accommodations in
a substandard motel.
"Don't fall for it,"· the
Postal Inspection Service
warns.
Local travel agencies that
are members of the BBB will
help customers sort through
the options before purchasing a
travel .package from one of
these companies, Kidney says.
Most of the illegitimate compa-
nies operate from out of the
area.
Local .travel agents who
maintain membership in the
Better Business Bureau include
Four Seasons Travel, Global
Travel, Harmon Travel and
Morris Trave1.
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'Dave Cooper,Boise
State's manager of architectural
and engineering services,
agrees. "If there is anythinglike
that. it would be very unusual."
However, some of the
land that became Boise State
has an interesting history.Much
of the area from the Albert-
son's Library to Capitol Boule-
vard once functioned as a
dump. When the Morrison
Center was built, crews discov-
ered several old car bodies,
Cooper says.
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Besides Office
Depot.what's going
in at the corner of
University Drive and
Capital Boulevard?
So far only the lease for
Office Depot has been signed
at the new Capitol Village
Shopping Center, but many of
the businesseswill cater to sru-
dents. Tim Thornton of
Thornton Oliver Keller says
Jake Campbell
news writer
Students living in BoiseState's residence halls can
now take free taxi rides on Fri-
day and Saturday nights'
between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m,
thanks to a new service, Safe
Ride.
The Residence Hall
Association announced that the
program will start by March L
Initially, Safe Ride.will consist
of a two-week pilot program
runwithABC Taxi, and shuttle
students to and from the dorm
Rendering of Capitol Village by Erstad Thorn-
ton Architects.
drwnors
.a caboose
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this by diggi~gi1p'~e6~p-
nication Buildirig~~'\ yO';,
unlikely that these ','
Dor:mres, .idents test freed .
taxi service on weeken s
the center will include "the ::to'~\~{f~"Capi-
types of businesses that wouldtl?l;¥:~;,fl}~i·· ')fas
support the srudent populationJ),' ''''0 O<~':lji1 jis
as well as people from dowrtY;;;;""
town looking to get out fo(t'}"""C""';'i
bite to eat," "'\/i;!:.:itt'&j'tRire to eat "~~t;:;?
Therejwon't be any . the rest of
drive;tltt0ugl{~:r~~~urants in Siam Cafe IS'
theeell,ter,P\l~':##;:ai full-: the Eastgate Shopping"
semce·reitaU~~"J:.~Rresso in eastern Boise. Itclosed late in
shbPillll.4f)~#,~~~·~fdilers January and will reopen in a lit-
1ike:·i~''.~\~Si1o~'an~o:ilular tie over a month, says Si
teleph~h~'~:'~i6r~,>;@brnton Senethavilay,a manager.
says. " ',.:;" ,c. ''We would rather stay (at
Office Depot will open the current location) but ... we
in early April, and the rest of don't have a choice," Senethavi-
the shopping center will accept lay says.
tenants later that month.
and throughout Boise.
Everyone attending a
meeting held by RHA on Sun-
day night supported Safe Ride.
Safe Ride is expected to
cost the residence halls $100 to
$200 a night. It will,be paid for
with $11,000accumulated from
a $25 fee charged to' students
stayingat the dorms.
The two-week pilot pro-
gram generated enthusiasm
among dorm residents, accord-
ing to Justin Shuck, one of the
lead orgal'lizei:s;
''ResidC9ts can useit for
any reasoo:The goal of S~fe.
Ride is to provide safe trans-
portation to and from the
dorm, be it car troubles, bad
weather or intoxication,"
according to Shuck.
Dick McKinnon, Direc-
tor of Housing, attended the'
RHA meeting to finalize Safe
Ride. He asserts that the pro-
gram does not condone drink-
ing, although some students
worry that it might.
Students will drink no
matter what. .and .if so, .they
should do it as safely as possi-
ble., Safe Ride,can provide
anoth~Way.'for them to get
home safely, McKinnon
believes.
Details have not been
finalized, but expect to see
advertising in the upcoming
weeks on Safe Ride. The media
campaign hopes to make every
student aware of the simplicity,
safety and convenience of Safe
Ride.
"The response to Safe
Ride is great We have not had
any negative comments, I
expect a lot of people to use it,"
says freshman Casey Boothby,
who helped coordinate a survey
last week. "The majority of the
residents ask why it hasn't been
done before."
Boothby noted thatmany
colleges such as the University
of Minnesota and Universityof
Oregon have maintained simi-
. lar programs successfully for
years.
After the two-week pilot
program RHA will look at the
results of Safe Ride using a sur-
vey students can fill out at the
end of each' taxi ride. That
information will help tailor the
program to Boise State's needs.
lat-r:-· -----') c'------c.
SPB speaker raises. controversy,
securtty concerns
jesst Loerch
associate editor
, ,We want people to be
inspired to act," says
Tegwin Millard, explaining the
Student Programs Board's deci-
sion to host Sarah Weddington
speak during its Legislating Uves
lecture series.
Twenty-seven .years ago
Weddington was the attorney
who won the Roe vs. Wade case
before the U.S. Supreme Court.
The court's decision guaranteed
women the choice to terminate
or, continue a pregnancy.
"She has a phenomenal
history of activism," says Mil-
lard. "Sarah is a great cata-
lyst. ..and inspiration for action."
. While Weddington will
undoubtably discuss the Roe vs,
Wade case, Mallard explains
that her discussion intends to
encourage citizens to become
active in their government,
Weddington's priority will
be the students of Boise State
University. According to Mil-
lard, Weddington received other _
offers while in Boise, but turned
them down to spend more time
with students.
Weddington has visited
Boise State once before. In
1994 she debated Phyllis
Schafley, a conservative spokes-
woman, about a variety of
issues.
Weddington has fought
for many years to ensure the
equal treatment of women. She
served in the Texas House of
Represenatives for three terms.
During her time there she
helped reform Texas rape stat-
ues, passed an equal credit bill
for women, endorsed legislation
whichgave teachers pregnancy
leave and helped prevent pas-
sage of any anti-abortion legis-
lation. She also helped ensure
that mothers and fathers would
receive equal consideration in
custody battles.
\'Vhile Weddington is a
nationally known attorney and
speaker, her opinions don't
please everyone. In fact, Millard
says that extra security will
accompany Weddington's
speech. Millard explains that
the' history of violence towards
abortion activists and providers
warrants the extra security.
When professor Phoebe Lunde
taught a reproductive issues
class at BSU her life, and the life
of students in the Multi Pur-
pose Classroom facility, were
threatened, Millard says. She
adds, "Intolerance will not be
allowed."
SarattWeddtngton
.'.-s~.-----..,)
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Taxation without recreation? Funding for
student center leaves unresolved questions
According to Grimes, the
cost for the site and facility is
SIO,450,000; with equipment
and amenities, the total bill
amounts to SIS million.
Grimes also sits on the
Board of, Governors for the
new student recreation center.
The student committee serves
an advisory capacity on the
Board. The board makes all
decisions in regard to policies
drafted and applied to the gov-
ernance of the recreation. cen-
ter.
, .
EWOlf Hoffman ~Cnewswrlter
The student recreation. center continues to'draw
closer to becoming a reality.
Joyce Grimes, director of
campus recreation, says the
architectural drawings are 95
. percent complete. Demolition
~f the block, located between
University Drive and Belmont
Street commences in March,
and construction of the facility
begins in May. She also says
completion is expected in July
of 2001. The grand opening
should coincide with the begin-
ning of the Fall 2001 semester.
Grimes says input will be
garnered from a 23 member
body, to include members 'of
the following entities: the
ii~~V~
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Alumni Association, classified .
staff, professional staff associa-
. tion, athletics department,
director of the SUB, faculty
representative, Residence HaIl
Association president, vice
president of finance and
administration, vice president
of student affairs, the ASBSU
president, vice president, two
senators and senate pro tern,
and six student-at-large mem-
bers.
"All policies should be
written by March 22," Grimes
says.
Full-time BSU students
paid fees of $17 in 1996-97;
$45 in 1997-98; $65 in 1998-99;
S65 in 1999-00; and .$65 will be
assessed for the 2000-01 school
year.
Grimes could not answer
that question at this time but
says, "Matt Bott, ASBSU pres-
ident, commented that he
would really like to get it
. resolved before he graduates [in
May]." She also says, "We're
working our tails off meeting
twice a week to get this thing
done."
In furtherance of her
dedication to this project, she
adds, "I've been impressed that
we have a very bright, thought-
ful group of students who want
to protect the policies of the
building for the campus com-
munity"
Part-time students paid
$1.50 per credit hour in 1996-
97; $4 in 1997-98; $6.50 in
1998-99; $6.50 in 1999-00; and
$6.50 will be assessed for the
2000-01 school year.
These funds have been
taken out of student fees to
help finance the recreation cen-
ter. Many students who will
graduate before the recreation
center opens ask whether they
will be able to come back and
use the facility on a pro-rated
basis, to get something in
return for their money.
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Online universities provide degrees, but
critics question quality of education
news writer
Times are changing, andwith them the definition
of higher education. More and
more students find themselves '
pursuing a collegedegree online
rather than on-campus. The
current trend to convert all
aspects of life into higher tech-
nology leaves institutions such
as Boise State with a dilemma:
creating or avoiding the virtual
university.
As higher educa~on
moves towards cyberspace
President Charles Ruch
acknowledges this transition.
"The world has changed. Most
of the economy of the future is
going to be tied to high tech-
nology," he says."Schools have
to be more inclusive in their
ways of delivering educational
opportunities."
Addressing these oppor-
tunities, PBS's Adult Learning
Service aired a Feb. 3 satellite
broadcast titled "Virtual Uni-
versities: Online and On-tar-
get?" Boise State. faculty
members were essentiallygiven,
a televised tour of fivedifferent
virtual universities in an attempt
to determine if such institutions
could provide a meaningful col-
lege degree. "Few subjects
today are as controversialas that
of online learning institutions,"
points out Pamela Quinn, the
satellite' broadcast's mediator.
"Distance learning is challeng-
ing all the old conventions."
Boise State faculty mem-
bers such as James A. Taylor,
dean of the College of Health
Sciences, voice strong views on
this controversial subject.
"There is a huge vacuum that
the virtual university cannot
address. The networking that
develops among students and
faculty, and the thousands of
unplanned events that occur
during any semester, cannot
happen when a virtual student
sits alone interacting with a
machine. A university educa-
tion is far more than an accu-
mulation of credits."
~~Fewsubjects
today are as con-
troversial as that
of online leam-
ing institutions,"
points out
Pamela Quinn,
the satellite
broadcast's
mediator.~~Dis-
tance ,Ieaming is.
challenging all
the old conven-
tions."
"I think [virtual universi-
ties] are here to stay," states
Robert Luke, chair of the
physics department, "but I
don't think the quality of edu-
cation' is as good without the
personal interaction."
Lynn D. Russell, dean of
the College of Engineering,
agrees. "[Online] instruction
will expand rapidly but never
replace one-on-one instruction
from a face-to-faceinstructor."
However, some Boise
State faculty members believe
this sort of program does have
its place. "I think the virtual
university has a future, espe-
ciallyin subjectswhere the con-
tent is fairly stable, persons
interested in learning though
cyberspace are self-motivated,
and faculty and equipment are
available," says Wenden Waite,
chair of Elementary Education
and SpecializedStudies.
Jane Ollenburger, dean of
the College of Social Sciences
and Public Affairs, sheds
another light on the subject.
''The ease and accessibility of
online courses make them a
meaningful choice for many
individualswho may find com-
ing onto a campus difficult."
Virtual universities in fact
largelytarget nontraditional stu-
dents.
According to Douglas
Johnstone of Western Gover-
nors University, the best candi-
dates for a virtual university are
self-disciplined, with a clear
sense of purpose and a willing-
ness to work in seclusion. This
does not characterize most tra-
ditional students. "Typically
young students tend to do bet-
ter in the social environment of
a residential college." The aver-
age student enrolled at the Uni-
versity of Phoenix Online is
thirty-five years old, with a suc-
cessful career.
Such statistics seem to
indicate that nontrads thrive
in a virtual college environ-
ment. Mike Klinkhamer,
the president of Boise
State's Association for
Non-Traditional Stu-
dents, disagrees."I truly
feel that nothing can
come close to attending a
'campus' style school. The
friendships, the group studies,
interaction with peers and pro- .
fessors, organizational func-
'tions, school functions...I really
feel that ~ctual interaction with
some of the' 'younger' students
on campus actually revitalizes
me.".
universities. "Like all technolo-
gies, this has great promise as
long as those who use it do so
with the intent to improve the
learning experience for the stu-
dent, not just develop it for the
convenience of the teacher or
for reasons of economics
alone," Taylor warns.
"I hope we take the time
to be sure we are doing the right,
thing for both the faculty and
the student," agrees Luke.
Some critics, including
James Perley and Denise Marie
Tanguay of the American
Association of University Pro-
fessors, feel that challenging
these conventions also chal-
lenges the integrity of the edu-
cational system.
''While online courses
offered by traditional institu-
tions raise a' number of ques-
tions about the equivalenceand
quality of offerings, and about
faculty responsibility for
the curriculum,
totally online
institutions
raise que~tions
about the
meaning and
preserva-
tion of
ANTS's
Meriwether,
,Klinkhamer's
advisor, Sharon
expands on
sentiments. "I
feel there are certainly advan-
tages for busy non-trads in
online courses, but I also feel
that an important part of a col-
lege education is the interaction
with fellow students and pro-
fessors." She states that nontra-
ditional students seem more
likely to graduate if they get
involved in school activities,
something 'not possible on a
virtual campus.
The needs of the actual
people involved remain of
paramount importance in the
minds of those debating virtual
._.J-----,J)
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the resume" - but deliver. a
mediocre imitation of.an edu-
cation. ''The goal of higher
education is to produce a stu-
dent who is capable of inde-
pendent ~d creative thinkirig
and decision making, not
merely a receiver of knowledge
that has alreadybeen recorded"
Steven Crow, ,.executive
director of the North Central
Association of Colleges and
Schools, believes'that critics of
virtual universities oppose not
the quality of online education
but its potential to usurp faculty
control. However, virtual uni-
versities need not necessarily
higher education itself," state
Perlay and Tanguay in an article
concerning the accreditation of
virtual universities. "Such insti-
tutions raise the specter of a
.higher-education system that is
nothing more than a collection
of marketable commodities." ,
Perley .and Tanguay
.believe these institutions cannot
truly be considered colleges
since they lack full-time faculty
members and a traditional sys-
tem of governance. They also
fear that virtual universities
promise the impossible or
unethical- "advertising the easy
A, the fast track to a degree, the
news c"' . ~
bers .and students. say online
programs actually enhance
interaction. Their positive, first-
hand experiences undercut sim-
plistic denials of the
effectivenessof distance educa-
tion."
President Ruch discusses
~ blueprint for,BSU's develop-
ment online. ''Boise State is
including [online education],
encouraging departments to
find out what course content,
taught by what faculty mem-
bers, using what technology
works for what students," he
explains. ''Think of it as a con-
tinuum, On one hand the only
place you go for higher educa-
tion is on a campus in a class-
room. On the other side, higher
education is 100 percent over
the Internet, satellite television
or radio.Now think of all the
points in between where you
canmix and match. If I were to
predict? I would say that in the
future we will have all those
options availablefor individuals
and they will be able to
choose."
Additional information
on this subject, including links
to the home pages of five vir-
tual universities, can be found
on the ''Virtual Universities:
Online and On-target?" web
site.at
http://telelearning.dcccd
.edu/ virtualuniv.
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redefine the role of the profes-
sor. "Faculty members might
need help to master the technol-
ogy and to design World Wide
Web sites," says Crow, ''but the
faculty-led classroom model is
translated into the asynchro-
nous environment of Internet
instruction."
A critical point iswhether
virtual universitiescan provide a
satisfactory college experience
without benefit of social inter-
action. Crow answers optimisti-
cally, ''Those who' believe. that
high quality education requires
face-to-face interaction will
always question the perform-
ance of virtual institutions;
However, many faculty mem-
_._"- .
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Bronco athlete is a trite full-time student
maybe second in the confer-
ence or something right now.
It's disheartening."
When it comes to classes,
Putzier wants .to be considered
just another student and not
viewed as different because of
his status as an athlete.
"I like the teachers here.
I've never been unfairly dealt
with. They just treat me normal,
which I like," admits Putzier. "I
don't want any special treatment
and I don't want to be hated just
because I'm an athlete.Actually,
we're reallylucky here."
close to them and help them
out," Putzier says.
His long term career goal
is to coach college football, so
he appears pleased with his
opportunity to mentor high
school players.
The transition from play-
ing on the Big West and
Humanitarian Bowl champion
football team to the basketball
team that has been down on its
luck was a little troubling for
Putzier.
"It's disheartening. We
have a great basketball team.
Our record doesn't show how
good we arc. When we get to
Reno we're going to show peo-
ple how good we really are.
We've lost a lot of close games.
With ten more points, we're
feting with is sleep," he admits.
But, he keeps going on.
Even many of. his teammates
seem surprised that he has so
much gas in his tank.
"I see a lot of guyswhen
we get finished lifting or prac-
ticing' and they're saying 'Jeez,
I'm glad that's over' and 1 say,
'Well,time to get going to foot-
ball or basketball' and they just
think 'Jeez'," Putzier adds.
He says he feels happy to
live in Boise because it allows .
him to stay close to his family.
He gives assistance to current
Eagle High football players,
including his younger brother,
who plays offensive line.
"I'm pretty good friends
with them and close enough in
age to them that 1 cm: be really
high schooL This is normal for
me," Putzier says.
Putzier finds ways to save
himself a little time in the day
and still.manage to get every-
thing done.
"I have peanut butter and' .
jelly and bread in my locker,"
Putzier confesses. ."1 grab a
quick sandwich and a Powerbar
for lunch."
Even with his breakneck
schedule, Putzier has managed
to receive acclaim as an athlete.
As a Bronco wide receiver, he
led the team in receptions as
well as receiving yardage and,
got selected to the BigWest All-
Conference second team.
Putzier relisheshis role as
a two-sport athlete. He under-
stands how few players ever get
the chance to play both football
and basketball at the collegiate
level. -,
"I was really fortunate
when coach Jensen came and
asked me (to play basketball).
One day 1heard there were only
like eight or ten Division 1 ath-
letes doing it," he says. ''A lot of
people do track and field as a
second sport, but football and
basketball is a lot lesscommon." ,
One of the benefits of
playing two sports, as Putzier
sees it, is how techniques and
skills learned in one can carry
over to the other.
"To be a more complete
football player, I had to learn
more lateral movement and
coach Jensen does a lot of that
with .me...my blocking, espe-
cially,that's the main thing. It is
going to help me with," explains
Putzier.
Time management seems
critical for a lifestyle like this.
Try as he may, sometimes there
are activities even he' cannot
find enough time for.
"The only thing I'm suf~-
Dave Stewart
sports writer
Boise State football and. basketball player Jeb.
Putzier just might be the busiest
man on campus. Competing in
two sports and pursuing a
degree in English secondary
education keeps Putzier on
campus approximately fifteen
hours a day.
~~Idon't want
any special
treatment and I
don't want to be
hated just
because I'm an
athlete. Actually,
we're really'
'lucky here."
"On Tuesdays and
Thursdays we run at 5:45 in the
morning for football and then
go to study hall at7:0Q. Then, 1
have class until 10:30 and. go
straight from there to lift
weights.1get about half my lift-
ing done before 1 have to go to
basketball practice' and then 1
go do the other half of my lift-
ing for football. After that, I
have to go straight back from
there to study hall for basket-
ball, and 1 go eat dinner and
come back and study some
more,'" Putzier explains.
During the remaining
days. of .the week, Putzier
arrives on campus before 7:00
a.m. and staysuntil around 9:00
p.m. He does not mind the busy
days, however. Putzier.has kept
active since his days at Eagle
High School, when he com-
peted in baseball and track as
well as football and basrretball.
''1was infour sports, plus
I workedsolWas just as busy in
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ferent direction, Hordemann
drained a three-pointer with
five seconds to play and the
Broncos trailing 65-63.
A 35-footer by New
Mexico State's Eric Channing
as the buzzer sounded fell
harmlessly wide, 'and the Bron-
cos celebrated an improbable
come from behind win on the
road, snapping the Aggies 14-
game home win' streak The
victory marked BSU's third in a
row, and raised the team's Big
West record 'to 4-6. Just two
weeks ago the Broncos sat at 1-
6 and were given up for dead in
the race for the Big West Tour-
nament. Now, the team is tied
for fourth place, is just two
games out of second place, and
set to host four straight home '
games,
Sunday's win on national
television via ESPN2 is best
described as a team win.
Nobody scored more than 14
Bronco men's hoop
team pulls out last second
win at New Mexico State
As junior shooting guard
Clint Hordemann was mobbed
at half court by his Bronco
teammares following Sunday's
last second victory over New
Mexico State, he had a simple
explanation for ,the madness,
"It felt good coming off
my hand."
In what mar very well
pn we to be the turning point in
a conference season which
started out so horrific, and is
now headed in a completely dif-
points, but' five players scored
at least eight points. Different
players stepped up at different
times, all leading to the one
point victory.
The situation appeared
desperate at the 13:46 mark of
the second half, when athletic
junior Kejuan Woods picked
up his fifth foul of the game.
Woods, the team's third leading
scorer, had scored eight points
.in eight minutes of play, but
was whistled for a pushing call
. as he tried to get through an
Aggie screen. Not only did the
Broncos lose Woods for the
rest of the game, but the foul
occurred 'after a Channing
three-pointer' which raised the
NMSU lead to 10 points,
Junior swingman Delvin
Armstrong cut the lead to eight
on an alley-cop lay-in from
teammate CJ. Williams. Arm-
strong then hit a IS-foot base- .
line jumper to trim the lead
(
further, followed by a running
orie hander in the paint By the
time he hit a clutch three-
pointer with 9:S2 to play, Arm-
strong had scored nine of his
13 points in a four minute span
and Boise State had tied the
game at 49-49 behind a 16-6
run.
The final nine minutes of
the game'would provide six ties,
and an entire games worth of
drama. Boise State grabbed a
two point lead with 4:37 to play,
as point guard CJ. Williams
knocked down a three-pointer
and, then drove the length of
the court for a lay-up. But, New
Mexico State answered with
four straight points and a two-
point lead of their own.
Aggieseruorpointgwud
Billy Keys kept' the Broncos at
bay, nailing two free throw~
witl140 seconds to play, keeping
New Mexico State up 64-62.
On Boise State's ensuing pos-
session, Abe Jackson missed a
baseline' three-Pointer with 24 '
seconds to play. In a battle for
the rebound, Hordemann
came down with the ball and
was fouled attempting a put
back. He hit one of two free
throws, cutting the lead to 64-
63 with 20 seconds to play.
Boise State Was forced to
foul Keys with 16 seconds to
play. The 89 percent f~e throw
shooter missed the first foul
shot, before sinking the second
to give the Aggies a two-point
ad~tage. It set up a wild fin-
ish, 'that culminated with
Hordernanns three- pointer.
Boise State next hosts
North Texas on Thursday. It's
the first of four straight home
games, and an opportunity for
the Broncos to continue a sea-
son revers:U. Tip-off for the
North Texas game is set for
7:30 p.m. on Thursday rught.
Come Old: and
Boise State
Team
as they take on
(~----Clllt·
Gymnasts host record-setting weekend
9.95s.
BSU fell to Stanford
196.825 to 195.775, but the
Broncos don't feel too bad
about bowing to the #10 team
in the nation. On Friday BSU
lost to #22 Florida 195.85 to
195.575.
Boise State currently
ranks #31.
"I'm really excited about
how my team is performing
right now," smiles head coach
T'he Boise State gymnasticsteam enjoyed a record-
setting weekend as BSU scored
a 195.775 on SUnday against
Stanford, good enough for sec-
ond best in school history and
the Broncos best performance
on the year. Also, sophomore
Tiffany Weston tied three
school records this weekend; all
Sophomorejarnie Johns finished second
overall against the Gators with a career
best score of39·35·
Sam Sandmire, "Especially on
bars, because we've struggled a
tilde bit on bars .this year and
this is the firsi: time in a couple
weeks that we hit and we hit all
the routines."
Senior Kelly Riley
launched off the afternoon for
the Broncos on the vault with a
9.725. Sophomore Tiffany
Weston followed with a 9.7,
then a 9.6 by freshman Breanne
Holmes, an impressive 9.8 by
Jamie Johns, and a 9.275 and a
9.825 by juniors Jessica Berry
and Debbie Thompson
respectively.
Thompson's perform-
ance on the vault landed her a
third place finish.
Next came the bars, and
Berry scored a 9.825. Holmes
landed a 9.8 and Weston
received a 9.725 for her per-
formance. Johns and junior
Annie Kaus placed in a three-.
way tie for third place on the
.uneven parallel bars with a
9.875. Riley closed out the bars
with a 9.65.
The next event the bal-
ance beam, four inches wide
., .nnd four feet off the ground.
Freshman Kara Walsh,
competing in her first event of
the night, scored a 9.275. JOIU1S
earned a 9.775, followed by
Holmes and Weston's 9.85 and
9.35 respectively. Thumpson
landed a 9.75 and Berry
received a second place finish
with an awesome 9.9.
"I think we're doing
really good," .analyses Thomp-
son. "We keep doing. better,
progressively as the season
goes on, which our team tends
to do and it has done in- the
past."
The 5'3" Weston tied
two BSU records Friday night
against Florida with a 9.95 on
the floor and beam. Both
records are good enough to tie
for first place.
"We've been working
really hard to improve our-
selves and 1 think we've been
doing that, and with the hard
"Theyjust keep
getting better
every week, so I
have really high
expectations for
them now ....
They have kind
of a spirit about
them that I
think they are
going to be hard
to stop."
schools coming here we've
been able to step up to them
and do our b~st:' refle~ts
Berry. "We still haven't hit all
four for four, but we're still
working on that and I know
when we do we'll be right up
there with the.other schools."
The final event for the
Broncos was the crowd-
favorite floor routine. Holmes
earned a 9.8 and Riley scored a
9.825, Johns received a stand-
ing ovation to her 9.9 per-
formance and, before the fans
could sit down, Thompson
trumped Johns with a 9.925
and a two-way tie for third,
Berry followed.with a 9.325
and Walsh brought in a 9.7.
But the highlight of the after-
noon was Weston's 9.95 floor
performance, once again tying
the Bronco record in the same
weekend, and placing first in
this event.
"It's exciting and I love
being out there:' says Weston.
''1 feel that my confidence is
building a lot: I just need to
step up."
"I know 1can land a ten.
So, I'm just going to continue
to push and go out there and
have fun and enjoy it while I
can. I'm planing on breaking
that (BSU school record of
9.95), ... 1know han do it, so
we'll just see," predicts me
sophomore.
And what does the BSU
coaching staff think of
Weston?
"Tiffany is in a class by
herself," exclaims Sandmire.
"She does the most difficult
tumbling of anyone in the
country. She -shows it off, she
sells it. She's just a real fiery
performer .... She's just a real
crowd pleaser and a team
leader too. She's unly a sophu-
more but she's really kind of a
.spiritual leader on the team."
The Broncos now travel
to Penn State Feb. 19, and then
to the University of Minnesota
Mar. 4. Boise State's next home
meet is Mar. 7, as BSU wel-
comes Utah State,
BSU will
NCAA national
onships Apr. 13-15.
''This team, in the begin-
ning of the year, 1 didn't really
expect them to come out as
strong that early," says Sand-
mire. "But they did and they
just keep getting better every
week, so. I have really high
expectations for them now: .,.
They have kind of a spirit
about them that 1 think they
are going to be hard to stop."
host the
champi-
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mate told me I'd better check it
out."
parents, her. boyfriend and
classmates for six months
despite the daily morning sick-
ness at school.
"I was just .completely
terrified of being in trouble,"
she says.
Sarah ended up getting
pregnant after her first time
ever having sex and now, eight
years later, the decision she
made remains a major factor in
her life.
'~bortion didn't feel like
an option because my father is
a strong Catholic but now,
when I look back on it, Iknow
my mom would have helped
me and been supportive of
whatever Idecided to do."
Billy now lives with his
adoptive parents. Sarah' has
kept contact with them for
years although Billy doesn't
know her as his mother.
"I can't speculate if I
made the right decision but it
certainly was one that was hard
and has bothered me for eight
years. Iwouldn't recoinmend it
to anyone."
The situation has taken
such a toll on Sarah's adoles-
cence that she turned to drugs,
began to act out and had to be
placed on anti-depressants.
"It was a decision that
has been very terrible and
affected everything Ido."
she will one day be able to get
married in the temple.
"Plus I don't have to
worry about sexually transmit-
ted diseases and getting preg-
nant."
have no father. The options
Just didn't seem to be going in
mat direction."
Chelsea also says she was
using drugs and alcohol at the
time. More and more the deci-
sion seemed obvious.
"I wouldn't have been a
good parent and that's unfair.
It's Wrong to bring a child into .
the world where he/she would
be hungry, uneducated and
have screwed up parents."
Abortion
Came went home that
weekend for Thanksgiving and
says she felt too terrified to tell
her p~ts because. they had
been through this before. Car-
rie underwent an abortion pre-
viously during her and Steve's
three-year 'relationship, but this
time the two weren't together.
"The abortion hun and
didn't want to put my mom
through that again. so Idecided
to have it."
She finally confessed to
both he;r mom and Steve. He
convinced her to move in with
him. But after three months
Carrie couldn't stay with him
anymore, and decided to move
in with' her parents.
Three months after giv-
ing birth to Pete, Carrie consid-
ered giving him up for
adoption.
"I was very depressed;
confused, alone and extremely
poor. I didn't have any child
support and basically starved."
But Carrie's mom con-
vinced her to keep Pete and
now Carrie says' she docsn't
regret the decision.
"I was so messed up with
no direction, until the baby
came, He forced me to do
something with my life, get
counseling, become independ-
ent and stubborn. You have to
grow up when another life is at
stake. It's just not possible to
raise a child on $5 an hour."
Chelsea met Chri.s· the
month of her 20th birthday.
''I really liked him, he
really liked me and things
seemed great."
Until the night the con-
dom broke.
"I just knew I was preg-
nant," she says.
The two broke up
shortly afterwards and a morith
and a half later Chelsea under-
went three pregnancy tests--all
turned up positive. She told
Chris a few days after the
results came back and he urged
her to do whatever she felt was
right.
"I considered keeping it
and getting an abortion but I
realized that if I kept the baby,
I would have to drop out of
school, move back home with
my parents and the child would
Riley claims she has had
boyfriends who have pushed
for more but reaffirms that she
will wait until she's married,
unlike some former church
members who have rebeled
and ended up unmarried and
pregnant.
''Who really wants that? I
personally don't want to have
to deal with that kind of situa-
tion at this point in my life and
certainly not by myself But
certainly abortion would not be
part of the equation."
Abstinence
Twenty-one year old
Riley has never had sex.
"I feel like there's more
to relationships than just physi-
cality and my religion offers
many. valid reasons why I
should remain abstinent."
Riley remains active in
the illS religion and holds
dear a promise that if she waits,
Adoption
Fifteen year old Sarah
hid the pregnancy from her
~
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Keeping the baby
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............:.; ...:::: - Carrie learned she was
first pregnant when her best
friend convinced her to take a
pregnancy test with her.
"I just did it so she
wouldn't have to alone. After I
peed in the cup,I left it in the
bathroom and didn't think
about it again until my room-
- ----
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dix.· Yet worn
having abortions and ." ey
never go back and change that
decision. In the US alone there
are 4,200 abortions a day now,
the most commonly performed
edits most;
ibility.
oday women are,.
sequences of the'·
that has tragic
d in abortion
d
Just some of the emo
tional and physiological conse-
quences alone of abortion
include sexual dysfunction, sui-
cide attempts, alcohol abuse,
ct or
nic rela-
peat abor-
isk of breast
t goes 00,' all
er the lie that abor-
'a gift to women and
performed,' the woman's
blems are over.
Throughout history,
major social change has started
on the college campuses. The
socialissue of our day is pro-
tecting life. Your voice, espe-
cially in encouraging the
women who find themselves
With ed .pregnancy
other than
more of
Nicole Prehoda, Planned
Parenthood of Idaho
women to be able to prevent
unintended pregnancies, yet
federal funding only arrowsthe .
state to serve about 50% of thC:
The question of abortion: ... two opposIng vIews
The choice of whether than men, with reproductive. and when to bear a child health care accounting for'
.<:,'~~iis.8:A~ply~o1lll1~~e.~Ul:hpf the difference? Most
Itdf;iO&·lofig:~.:~.~,:·.(,itUitfa*,~;P9~des.don't cover
ioO~againstexttaordi-' prescription birth~p~l. 'Yet
~.oP~siti~g;'t6.8a§access.;;i~~ntrolisl>asic health care
to }iJi~basic'§O~.tha:thdp'uS " '..f~;'~~men ....~d' could save
make '~t$~~ti#..glOices. At insurance comp~money by
Planned 'P~~66I.t< we're preventing unplann~dpregOan-
looking to expa4C:!~men's cies. Ten states have passed
reproductive heal~: cli~ices, laws that force insurance c0tri-
give familiesmore 9t;.tioqs:and. panies to provide the"
better tools for'pre~i:ing Only twentyyears ago;.1~mg
unplanned pregnJ..'#o/,{·':iilnd had to fight to get p~cy
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health care sys' .....~elt
Did you'f"':
women pay 68°
of-pocket health
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A foreboding photo hangs on an inner wall of
the Boise Art Museum. ,Three bodies sit
slumped in a dark room, numbered identification
plates hung on their chests. At a glance, it looks
as if they-stare, with emaciated faces, at the lens
of the camera.
1939." The slumped skeletal
, ,
bodies are ancient remains in
cryptic tombs. The chill comes
from the photo's eerie likeness
to a scene taken six years later
in a Nazi concentration camp.
The skeletal bodies of starving
men, slumped iri shadows on
the upper tier. of a wooden
bunk, staring, with hollow eyes,
at the lens of a camera. The
resemblance is uncanny.
Jessica Holmes
aGe writer
The photograph chillsblood. The placard for
the picture describes the scene,
"The catacombs. Rome, Italy.
J.
..
own family, you may have the
same bit of history that you're
not even aware of, that you
stumble upon."
The exhibit is presented
in conjunction with Commu-
nity Connections, a series link-
ing art with the community.
The display is running in tan- .
dem with Anne Frank: A His/Of]'
for /odtD' at the Idaho Historical
Museum through March 5.
Charles Williams' pho-
tograps will be hung through
April 2.
"Witl1 local displays like
this, there is very little accessory
The student, Charles information," states Ferrell.
Williams, studying economics "They are mostly images, pos-
and German, must have real- ing questions."
ized he stood on the brink of The photographs speak
something big. . However, he for themselves. They tell the
would have had no concept of tale of tension and rising war
how universal and haunting his through a Iocal layman's eyes.
untrained snapshots would The Boise' Art Museum
appear to an audience sixty is open Tuesday through Friday,
years later. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and on week-
Williams left the negati(~esZf;' epds from 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.
buried and ignored in a Bi)iseC" .-1.dmlssion is $4 for adults and
attic. His son, Holland, 'iYB8"ise '$2f6r seniors and students.
actor and professional photog-
rapher, unearthed them decades
later, now suffering from neg-
lect and age. Holland repro-
Look to a photo on the
!-*
left. See Hitler's stem' mus-
tached ,face through' the wind-
shield of a convertible car,
Goering in tow, during a
Munich street parade.
The pictures were taken
by a young, American student
traveling through Germany,
Italy, Spain and other countries'
of Europe on a small motorcy-
cle or by bicycle in 1937 and
1939. He was a member of the
masses with a camera in hand.
It was a time in Europe when
tension was simmering to a
boiling point. In Italy, gas
masks hung on large propa-
-ganda .posters over the public
baths. In Spain, the glass of
shop windows were posted over
with, patriotic war slogans and.
public anti-aircraft instructions.
In Germany, on one side of the
street Nazi soldiers marched
, holding swastika insigna and on
the other citizens stood with
arms rigid and upraised, hands
flat.
duced the images on computer,
patched the gaping holes,
sharpened the contrast, and
now ink jet prints from the
original negatives are. matted
and displayed at the Boise Art
Museum.
"It was just one individ-
ual going through his attic and
he found a piece of history,"
remarks Heather Ferrell, assis-
tant curator. ,"Within· one's
(-----r-. (JIll
A J:)o(~,~House and King Stag
recognized for excellence .
Jessica Holmes
a6ewriter
Drama students swarmBSU like a B-grade
. "invasion" movie. Young high
school thespians and college-
age' actors converged on cam-
pus February 14 - 20 as BSU
hosts the Idaho Invitational '
High School Theatre Festival
and, for the second time in six
years, the Region VII Kennedy
Center/ American College
Theatre Festival and Northwest
Drama Conference.
The large titles foretell
big events.
Idaho, Oregon and
Nevada collect 300 students in
campus halls for the 34th
annual Invitational. Speakers
bestow trade secrets in semi-
nars, and young apprentices
explore acting hands-on in
workshops taught by the The-
atre Arts department's faculty
members, students, and invited
guests. The event gratifies the
actor's eye and wallet It fea-
tures a performance of Progres-
sion, a musical dancing/ acting
work by two BSU graduates,
and' offers the opportunity for
i
f
students to compete for univer-
sity scholarships.
''This is our most impor-
tant outreach event," states
Richard Klautsch, Theatre Arts
department chair. "It provides
.the 'students with a chance to
look at our department, and it
provides us with the opportu-
nity to look at some of them.
We want students to come as
freshman and stay in the pro-
gram for four years. We can
invest in them, and they can
invest in us."
Investing in BSU's The-
atre Arts department is a prof-
itable move. Accolates cling to
the department side like barna-
cles on a ship. Ejudicators who
travel the states of Region
VII-Alaska, Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and
Wyoming- and sit through
numerous college perform-
ances, chose two BSU produc-
tions to compete for a spot in
the national conference, held at
the Kennedy Center in Wash-
ington nc. during the month
of April. They select only four
productions from the entire
region.
Only your dad wears
new Levi's!
, " @)
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JUNKYARD JEANS
1725 BROADWAY
389-2094'
Alohas, Overalls, Cords, Bellbottoms
and much more '
\/Vvvvv.jun,kyardjeans.com
Stage lights will again
focus on A Dolls House,
directed by Klautsch, and King
Stag, directed by Theatre Arts
professor Micheal Baltzell. The
University of Portland's pro-
duction of Ring Round the
Moon and Eastern Oregon
State's Twe§'ihN~htwilllikewise
enter the actors' arena.
''We're flattered to have
'two productions in this event,"
comments Klautsch.
In the last seven years
five BSU productions, includ-
ing this year's selections, have '
placed as regional qualifiers. '
Full scale plays couple
with smaller seminars and com-
petitions. The festival hosts
individual design, playwright
and acting awards. Five stu-
dents from BSU, Eden Teagle,
Lynn Berg, Justin Ness, Amy
Welsh arid Carrie Mansell,
compete for national honor in
the Irene Ryan acting awards.
Ryan is the late star of
the popular television sitcom
The BeverlY Hillbillies who died
on stage in 1973 during a per-
, formance of the musical Pippin.
She left an endowment to pro-
vide scholarships for outstand-
ing student-actors, a program
now "administered by the
Kennedy Center, sponsor of
theAcrF.
The Region VII ACTF
also includes a keynote address
by a notable actress, Mary
McDonnell. Oscar-nominated
McDonnell's impressive back-"
ground includes a co-starring
role in Dances With Wolves and
. an Obie award.
"Hosting these festivals
raises our profile," Klautsch
says. "They heighten our' visi-
bility and credibility by bringing
faculty, student scholars and
craftspeople together in a single
place to honor and learn from
each others' programs."
Larry Sel
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Call for No inations
Deadline for nomination:
5. p.m., Friday, February18,2990 .,
For information. call Margie Van Vooren.
Dean. Student Special Services, at 426-1583.
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(or need) a climax; the ups and
downs representing reality suf-
fice. But this depiction reaches
far beyond the surface and
0' -toUches i:l{~ audience in unex-
pected ways.
The most astonishing
achievement of Pedro Almod-
var seems that, as a male direc-
tor, he manages to produce a
movie almost exclusivelyabout
the problems and challenges of
women. He succeeds because
of excellentperformances from
all actresses, especiallyAntonia
San Juan, who provides the
comic higWightsof the movie.
Innovative cinematography, for
example the camera angle from
the perspective of Esteban after
being hit by a car, 'brilliantly
emphasizes the film's realism. It
may not suit everybody's
taste-it's certainly not Holly-
wood but in its complexity and
honesty, movie lovers should
feel gla.d it has found its way
into our cinemas.
Lastly,some insider infor-
mation for those who couldn't
find a Spanish friend to see the
movie with: Pedro Almodvar, a
hugely popular person in Spain,
could easily win over .the best
actresses to play the lead roles.
Rumors circulate that he might
be gay. Penelope Cruz, who
plays Sister Rosa, works as a
model. The feminist issues in
the movie also portray a recent
trend against the macho atti-
tudes of Spanish men. And, in
case some people found diffi-
culties keeping up with the sub-
titles: Yes, that's actually how
fast Spanish people speak.
. reviewof.
Dominik's FlICks
All About
My Mother
leaves behind a' shocked and
devastated Manuela. With
nothing to hold her, she decides
to go back to Barcelona in
search of Esteban's father, to
tell him about his son and his
death. Soon she meets Agrado,
a friend from old times who
has turned into a transvestite
and works the streets. The
renewed friendship between
these two and Sister Rosa
(penelope Cruz), forms the
core of the movie. However,
the plot proves much more
_complex.The film draws heav-
~y on the classic movie All
.Aboet Eve, and the playA Street-
car Named Desire. Of the latter,
it presents a modern-day, Span-
ish version, updated with topics
such as gender transformation;
it turns out that Esteban's
father became awoman, named
Lola, shortly after Manuela got
pregnant. The movie is so real-
istic that it doesn't even have
ous. With a difficult balance
between humor and tragedy, he
introduces the audience to the
questions of female identity, the
importance of friendship and
the coping with loss.
The film starts with
Manuela (played by Cecilia
Roth), a single mother in her
thirties who raises her son Este-
ban. All she tells him about his
father is that he "died long
before you were born," but
Esteban still insists on finding
out about him. Before he can,
, he gets run over by a car and
Pedro Almodvar directed
his thirteenth movie with All
About My Mother, and it prom-
ises to be his best and most suc-
cessful to date. After the debut
it garnered attention from
movie critics worldwide, receiv-
ing mention as a candidate for
the Academy Award for Best
Foreign film. In the top ten
movie list for 1999 by Entertain-
ment lVeekb\ Lisa Schwarzbaum
ranked it at No.1. Almodvar is
considered to be in his prime as
a moviemaker, and in All About
My Mother, the reasons are obvi-
p ••••••••••••••••••••• ~
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A' suggestion for anyonelucky enough to have a
femaleSpanish friend:Take her
to a movie. Go and see All
About My Motbe: While such
company would greatly
enhance the pleasure of watch-
ing this subtitled movie about
Spanish women, it's not neces-
sary. With or without her,
moviegoers will experience an
engaging" moving and fresh
film.
Formerly Factory Eyeglass Outlet
WEGLASS
Vista Village Shopping Center '
810 Vista Ave. • Boise
,'331-7017
ScheduJean exam with our Doctor of, Optometry
d J FREE' fjJth h' f 1., .
Open Man - Fri, 9 - 6 and Saturday, 10 - 3 I
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Women's Basketball
Thursday, Feb. 17vs, Norht Texas, 7:30 p.m.effrst 500 people get free hot dogs.
Saturday, Feb. 19vs. New Mexico State, 7:30 p.m. '
Wrestling
Sunday, Feb. 20 vs. Portland State, 2 p.m> last home meet
of the season @ Bronco Gym
Friday, Feb. 18 vs. New Mexico State, 7 p.m.
Sunday, ~eb. 20 vs. Nevada, 2 p.m,
Men's Tennis
Friday, Feb. 18 vs. Whitman, 9 a.m.
vs. Montana,S p.m.
Satuday, Feb. 19 vs. Montana State, 9 a.m.
vs. utah Stote..5 p.m,
@ Boas Center
2·000 SSU Student UnionJordan Ballroom
Leadership Quest is designed for Boise
State University students to interact with
university and civic leaders while learning
leadership skills.
Our goal is to prepare students for responsible
citizenship in a global community. It'sNot
TO°l.ate!
Deans, Department Chairpersons, Student
Organization Advisors and Presidents...be
sure talented students are not overlooked,
respond as soon as possible.
For more information contact the
Student Activities Office at
426-1223 or TIY 426·1024.
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
~~-
STUDENT UNION
.AND ACTIVrnES
, I
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:freeaom of the Press
vefena It ana 'Earn
a :fu{{fee Schoiarship
Pius a Minimum Month{y Sr;t{ary
The Arbiter seeks applications
for the positions of editor and
business manager during
the 2000-2001 school year ..
These positions require full-fee paying students
with a minimum 2.25 cumulative grade-point average,
both at the time of selection and throughout
the term of service.
Applications must be submitted to Bob Evancho, BSU Offfice of News Services, E-724,
1910 University Dr., Boise, ID 83725 no later than 5 p.m. February 28 for the "editor position
and March 6 for the business manager position.
Contact Bob Evancho at 426-1643
(bevanch@boisestate.edu) or
Brad Arendt at 345-8204
(barendt@boisestate.edu)
for information about
application requirements.
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the Asian jungles and subsisted
on leaves and monkey dung for
half a decade. Because if he
truly was a prisoner of war, he
would have a few stories read-
ily available. But he seems to
want us to forget about it.
speeches would propel voters
to become indefatigably
resilient individuals and· to
abhor stifling regulations upon
their lives, to b~lieve in 'their
own worth andthe power of
free will, to live freely without
infringing upon the rights of
others. I would talk about Niet-
zsche and. remind everyone
that what doesrt't kill us makes
us stronger, and I'd let the little
people, such as AI Gore and
George W. Bush, worry about
special-interest lobbies and
negative ads.
McCain, however, seems
to be singularly motivated by
tedious policy detail. How can
someone whose freedom has
been stolen and had both of
his arms broken without med-
ical attention give a rat's ass
how much of your money you
decide to give someone run-
ning for office or how mean-
spirited the. campaign ads are?
You would think someone of
that caliber would rise above
the meaninglessness of the
current debate. But he partici-
pates and encourages the twad-
dle. ("You're negative." "No,
I'm not. You are." "Huh-uh.
. You are." "No, you are.'')
Incidentally, at what
point does a campaign ad
a~st negative ads become a
negative ad itself? ("My shame-
less opponent has been launch-·
ing negative ads at my
campaign. None of it is true,
because he's a big fat liar. Vote
for me. Urilike my retarded
.opponent, I promise not to go
negative.'')
Anyway, support
McCain all you want, but let's
abandon the linguistically cor-
rupt notion that he's a war
hero. If he reveals that he has a
bunch of communist hostages
in his basement, he'll be a war
hero. Otherwise, he's a veteran
who made a mistake and
turned into a colossal bore.
REPORTER: "Senator
McCain, I know this is difficult,
but could you tell us what it
was like to be in the Hanoi
Hilton?"
McCAIN: "Uh ... yeah ...
P.o.w., that's me. Let's talk
about Social Security."
REPORTER: "Well;
know it's not easy to discuss,
but you're an inspirational fig-
ure .. I think people would be
interested to hear about your
adventures."
Reflections upon heroism
and die, 'are you a hero? No.
Everyone would say, ~'Well,
that was a nice try, but-yuck.
How embarrassing."
I believe people such as
John McCain benefit from
laudatory war-hero accolades,
because there's no such thing
as Rambo. Nobody busts into
P.O.w. camps with machine
guns blazing to' pull off suc-
cessful rescue missions. Holly-
wood· invents those people
when, in reality, hostages are
released after sluggishly pro-
tracted negotiations between
guys in suits who wear glasses
and wouldn't know how to use
a machine gun if it included a
point-and-click function.
Nonetheless, as I men-
tioned earlier, Senator
McCain's ability to withstand
years of torture rivals anything
I can imagine in the realm of
brute strength and unwavering
\\11\. But he never talks about it.
And there's something about
his reticence that I find disturb-
ing-kind of like he made it
up. I'm beginning to think he
just lost his map somewhere in
Shania Twain could take those
guys in a fight. I mean, isn't the
object of war to capture and
shoot the enemy? If so,
McCain should be demoted
from "hero" to "good tryer,'
I thought heroism in a
given pursuit indicated exem-
plary performance. If you get
shot down, you're a casualty of
war, not a hero of war. But if
McCain is a hero to veterans,
Bill Clinton is a hero to adul-
terers, because, like McCain, he
waged a good try but, embar-
rassingly, got caught. Just to
illustrate the point, the follow-
ing comprises a cursory list of
people who showed ':IP to
fight, and, using the\\'ar-hero
logic, should now be hailed and
praised by colleagues in their
particular fields of endeavor:
\Valter Mondale, theUtahJazz,
Susan Lucci, Charlie Brown,
Milli Vani\li, Jerry Cooney,AI
Capone, Germany, Japan, Iraq,
and Tonya Harding.
If you try to revive a
drowning victim, and then,
before getting the chance to
perform CPR, fall into the pool
Damon Hunzeker
Columnist
McCAIN: "Yeah ... crazy
war stories ... sure was tough.
Vh ... can we talk about fund
raising activities?"Ilind the sudden eruption· of sycophantic, drooling
· admiration proffered to Sena-
tor John McCain absolutely
mystifying. Actually, I'm
already going to retract that
sentence. Rather, I'm mystified
by the. reasoning behind the
· acclaim. I, too, admire the man
immensely. Anyone who
endured five years subjected to
the hands of Hanoi torturers
and declined being released
before his American cohorts
deserves respect, praise,
approval, commendations, et
cetera. But he's not a war hero.
In recent memory, at
least three senators come to
mind who we have elevated to
the status of war heroes-Bob
Dole (lost the use of his arm in
World War II), Bob Kerry (lost
his leg in. Vietnam), and, of
course, John McCain (captured
and tortured for five years in
Vietnam). These. are intrepid
battle heroes? While they' are
indeed impressive, the idolatry
is misplaced. I'm pretty sure
Usually, if a person is
involved in something as sig-
nificant as a Vietnamese
hostage term, it becomes a
defining and lasting moment in
one's life. For instance, when
Barry Williams makes a televi-
sion appearance, he doesn't
hide the fact he was once Greg
Brady. He exploits it. Similarly,
I .would expect Senator
McCain to regale and inspire us
with tales of his batde Wounds.
Instead, he decides to run for
president on the most boring
platform in history-cam-
paigo-finance reform.
If I were captured by the
enemy in Vietnam and lived to
tell about it, I would actually
tell about it. I wouldn't say,
"Whoo! That was rough. Now
let's get right down to elirninat- .
ing the influence of soft
money in political campaigns."
I would become a fiercely stoic
proponent of freedom, My
f·
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Th What Would Mother Db?
cervical cancer had never took it's the uglypicture that the Pap
t.M~y other sufferers test brings to mind; it's a little
~~:~;_~;:,::,'>{':-<t".~,~
'·ea.die;~~tf"r years. easier for Olivia Newton John
'~~, ;.s~;}!'\:"",'/":" ',rpe to extol the virtues of stancling
woman diagnosed with \'~t::i. in the steamy shower once a
Lesleigh Owen a candle to:~ Low-Grade SIL spans from comes back po~inve ,~'M:;\f'f}!.f th and leisurely examining
Columnist annuallY;',. twenty-five to thirty-five. Since cal intra-epithelial neopiJ~lli;:( ts, It's quite another, I
I-~s".\\-.e-ar-,-}-.o-u-c"';an;';';';t~g~o=an;;;'};/'-ca~<;bt;~:(. "brand of the average age of the Boise CIN, a fancy term for abn~r"<';':~\f or'; 'CyncliCrawford to
'd'i:::;:u~:h:~'~::::II(lfi;;:h;,~~i~~:: '~:"::;;~:::,~:'~~;:n'h::='t:::~':bo~;;::g ~:ri:~
"mature" and "responsible";;\"~t~:[r~t;Id have been pre- this issue hits home for many own; her doctor will simply
don some sunscreen, get,a';' ,~ritci£'i" of us. Fear notl For thoseold order one or two subsequent
checkup, wear a condom, grab' ;'.:.;!"';:0,Ukeall cancers, the cervi- fogies who fall within that Pap tests in the coming year or
an umbrella, presoak y&'tli\' \,,~'Vanety doesn't just pop up range, and even for those who so. Even if those remain posi-
dishes. You know _ thekin~fC~g~:day like crocuses in Febru- don't, a simple solution can set tive or if the CIN increases, a
of preventative measures;()ur":;:~~ Unusually, however, it our elderly minds at ease: get local gynecologist assured me,
mothers used to call to us as"}Ve"'~p~ars to result almost exclu- tested for it. Oh, I know, I'm ' her doctor will then take pre-
zoomed out the door on"~'ur:::';'~y from a virus, specifically nagging you to squeeze yet ventative measures in order to
way to the video arcades. ;;;>;;,:.\,·"i:tfi~;N,HumanPapillomavirus another responsible chore into nip this particular nasty right in
, :"'~::,.;:~:::-.~i',"':,-:',':The older I get, the m()~'cV.,(F!l;W). Although scientists your well-padded schedule. At the bud, sometimes quite liter-
I thank my mother for yankihg':;~\;,~~~~~~£umentedabout eighty the risk of reminding you of ally.Even at this srage"the doc-
me by the ear into some of th(;"(~:5Wf~~I\b,rands of this wonder dear did Mom, you'llti~ank me tor told me, a woman's chances
~.r,;;/>c;:~;~~_,<:.ji&i;'::;;'f;''. • • lhandier habits of adulthood. 'd)~;;i;f~'pp~~mately thirty of later. of developing cancer remain ,. ce can pop
Go ahead, call me my~liiwYW~fJ~r1b,e genital' tract, ' Admit' it'; ';you know the remote. .f~~th center and
mom, but sometimes it amazes oniy'ii.{~~.~,h:indful actually test I'm talking about. The test The key; in .case.; . d and reckless
me how much messiness one help sco~Yheir..;;oWriers onto whose name we dread speak-. missed it, lies in earlydetectiol't':;7/ ,.'. _ "freel Part-timers shell
little act uf prevention can fore- the path of:C'eryi<.a!,;.QUlcer. ing, whose very mention brings For those really am~~~~;fhinimumof $110 for the
st.1I1.Look at two the must HPV,~~~~~~_,~p,.~ag~s of duckbills, sterile, ~ous<wom~o.- ~~(l;;':;'~Visit and exam. For non-stu-
common types of cancers own sweet time before'~1()s-)ot'r:l~t~!,~~~~~~rlf£~d.~:J(4<~.~!!~N~:~0g,:~~M~,i'· dents and those who can't read-
affecting American women soming into full-blown rrialig.;'. 'v~~s~ti~:'~tlU~g":the¢l'fun:.:.<ro~Q~'ip~to, ..edi'catea lit- ily scrape $110 together, you
today: skin and breast cancers. nancy. Most women infected . d~)2tdr:;.while,l.ves' ·a.ftf:"-tl;e.nrri;tt>"f6rti'~1ng your bod- alwayshave the option of visit-
\\Thilenot full-prouf, when we with HPV suffer no illeffects as ceiling.The Pap t: 'sr'o4;: ies' defenses against the HPV ing. Planned Parenthood, a
take a little time, dab on a dol- the \1rUS takes its course and challenged test virus. Researchers have con- great political and medical
lop of sunscreen, and perform dies a benign death. The 'number one m eluded that HI'V finds a won- organization that determines
our monthly breast exams, we unlucky ducks who inherit just method for detec . de~a,nd of possibilities in d1e incli\Tiduairates on a sliding
manage to thumb our noses at the right kind and allow it just cervicalcells;re bodies ()f smokers,.birth con- scale basis.
d1eseterrif)~ngbullies.You can the right conclitions to flourish, stage of develop ttolpW-users and women who Now, I can't make you
see why it kind of shocks me, however, just might develop a t:.et's be <n . began Ka~g sex earlyand con- run to the nearest phone and
then, to note that cervical can- smattering of abnormal, pre- don't rank'right tin~oothe trend. For those who dial your gynecologist. The
" ?
cer, one of the lesser-knO\vn cancerous cells on their cervix. m06nlit waIks an. just .can't give up their pack-a- responsibility for this choice
varieties and almost completely Doctors characterize this first vanilla,ice cream"'< .daror who find a little comfort lies completely in your lap.
preventable if detected early st.'lge of " '!'" '" all, this is yourdecisibn
enough, stillclocks in at sixper- Low-Grad your future; I can't pre-
centof all reported cancers. ithelial LesL .':Q.~ to know what's best for
Although the number of second stage, which sports -"appomtments.
cases of cervical cancer has greater numbers of precancer-·,~,.· ,,/ In light of its preventa-
declined in the last five decades ous cells,. as (you guessed it) ~ility,. I've spent some time
(probably thanks to all those High-Grade SIL. ,.,pondering why we never hear
mommies dragging their The metamorphosis", anything about this disease.
daughters in to the doctor's between Low-Grade SIL and ,) Sure, it's a little more low-key
office once a year), it stillaffects cervical cancer can take several . than the c~cer. biggies, but
15,700 women' a year, accord- years, conveniently allowing a .infinitelymore treatable.Maybe'
109 to the
.~::::'~~r# 0t :::SJ:;J
woman plenty of time to test
for
Nope, I can't do that, but
I can make a deal with you: you
call your doctor and make an
.appointment today, and I won't
callyour mother. Fair enough?
_~---_...J)
Two' paths into the
future are being offered to the
Idaho legislature. One leads to
an improved education system,
good jobs for graduates and an
economy bolstered by edu-
cated and trained men and
women.
The other path, with a
large tax cut, would mean
opportunity for children cur-
tailed with inadequate funds in .
the future for schools, universi-
ties and professional technical
schools. It would also mean
continued rapid fee increases
for college and university stu-
dents. '
Evidence abounds telling
legislators that the existing edu-
cation system is inad-
equate in quality and quantity,
in this age of technology and
expanding knowledge. Invest-
ments are required over the
next several years to build an
education system that matches
Idaho's needs.
1. Exiting standards
pushed by the State Board of
Education would raise the bar
for the knowledge and skills
necessary to graduate from
high school: Investments are
required for added on-one-on
instruction so that all students
can meet those standards.
2. In 1999 the legislature
adopted a policy' that says all
children must be able to read at
grade level by third grade. It is
likely that added personnel will
be needed to meet that goal.
3. Industries are snapping
up graduates of one and two-
year programs at the states six
professional-technical schools.
Existing capacity turns out only
about 2,200 graduates a year.
The capacity of these schools
should be doubled over the
next few years.
4. In the last decade stu-
dent fees at the three state uni-
(------,-.Ie.. -
versities and Lewis-Clark State
College have grown twice as
fast .as state support The
growth of student fees should
be curbed. A large tax cut likely
would mean a continuation of
the recent trend, fees rising at
nearly $200 a years.
5. Only 47 percent of
Idaho's high school graduates
pursue further education, not
enough for the good jobs avail-
able and not enough for Idaho
industry. A $1,00,0 first-year
scholarship for most high
school graduates would help
boost the number. '.
The state should also be
making investments in preven-
tion to slow the growth of the
corrections population. Prison
numbers continue to grow at a
rate that will require annual
increases in the corrections of
$10 to $15 million,
While Idaho has enjoyed
several months of strong rev-
enue growth, there is no assur- .
ance that this will continue,
After the $50 million property
tax cut of 1995 the state went
through two years of budget
holdbacks.
To allow investments that
are needed in education, tax
cutting should be targeted and
limited. The governor's pro-
posal for continued reduction
in the marriage tax penalty fits
that prescription. So would leg-
islation to gradually extend "cir-
cuit breaker" property tax relief
from age 65 to 62.
Tax cuts of $20 to $25
million would be accomplished
at the expense of investments
Idaho should be making in edu-
cation, Unless the corrections
cost spiral is slowed, such cuts
could make it difficult to even
maintain the status quo for
public schools, higher educa-
tion and professional-technical
education.
The issue is not tax cuts
versus "big government," Sixty
five percent of the state budget
goes for education so reducing
revenue' means reducing sup-
port for education, The issue is
tax cuts versus investments for
Idaho's children in public
schools, community 'colleges,
universities and professional-
technical schools.
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No"" Hiring!!
. Re~tly'-a .1ocai.food chain has placed advertisments
claiming, ~'Thereisqothing like your Idaho McDonalds."
The Top Ten.items just like our Idaho McDonalds.
1o.)X~utIdahl) Blockbuster,
9.)Xot#J~() "St¥bucks,
8.)~iseCascade. (rainforest destruction.)
7.)Yourldaho Wendy's. .
6.)X<>hr:1dah0 Burger King,
5,).AOY other Idaho fast food joint
1 -tie ...;) Your Alaska McDonalds,
. ., :.. ,: '-~ '..' "
} -~~~.)Your Hawaii McDonalds.
t-tie-.)Yourother lower 47 C.O.N.U.S, McDonalds.
l~tie-.)Your foriegn and u.s, teritorial McDonalds.
, ,', -<;",
Pregnant?
and need help ...
FREE
Pregnancy test
(------.-01~ j
i
,BIRTHRIGHT
1101N. 28th Boise. Idaho 83702All:::~~~~e~t;alO' .
and free
.,-800-550:"4900 e
ARE YOU GRADUATING?
W~tJ~m~<;:f(jtti.fueia:fi.dfuti?i\Apply.·'
~#~r.~tJl.l~il~~~~wavailable.· Conta~tlErJ.ca·•.-.lIillor.llt1t ..
tney ~aybo.Uld at _345~8204tQday for
details. _ . . . - -
404 S. 8th St. #200
Boise, ID 83702
8th St. Marketplace
."
I
N~~:vrHJ~JW~
:-GJ~nin$ in ~a1'ch. .
~@l\,in$ f@l'
@ut~@il~~ staff
1Df:';e.'Y' &0
~al'$al'ita8
Hcja,~:rar1\,
1512, N. 13th
JD®i3~
$J;gci,altej
1DU1'l'it@8
Don't 1l!llVl!)QJf job search io a roll of tf>e cfICe. Increase ~ur
odds by regislering at )QJf ~U Career Gerner. Free io graduating
studems • ..bb liStings and pb-seareh assis/ance are a"a~ab/e.
Career· Center - 2065 Universr!y Drive
426-1747 - /ttlp-Jlcareer.boiseSfate.edu
Contact Scott Graves @ 323·HOTT or 371·8934
LIVE STAND-UP COMEDY 5 NIGHTS A WEEK
Discounted tickets available
at the SUBCarn us Info Desk.
�~. --J)
'1lifIrIJ'~
(~08) -345·8:~04'
CllIssifi~dAils
ads@email.lloisesta'e.edu
For BSV Stud... tslFaeult~ the
first ~5 words are free. After
tha' onl~ $o.Z5/word. Student
rate is non-llusiness advertisin,.
MUst show student or faeul'~ID
or include student numller.
(~- -----~.~
Announcements
If your plan is to make your
future in Boise, then wouldn't
you want to change local poli-
tics? For more info call, or see,
J.R. Ext 3130, Campus Copy
in the SUB.
\'
GOT SOMETHIN' TO
SAY?!?
Make yourself heard with a
classified ad! The Arbiter
offers FREE classified ad
space for BSU students! Up to
25 words, at no cost, for any
BSU students who wish to
place a non-business classified
ad. Want to run an ad to make
a little extra money? No prob-
lem. The Arbiter also offers
reasonable prices for business
classified and display ads.
Give us a call at 345-8204.
Fraternities * Sororities *
Clubs * Student Groups *
Student otganizations earn
$1000-$2000 with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact campus-
fundraiser.com (888)-923-
3238, or visit
campusfundraiser.com.
INTERNET USERS
WANTED!!!
$350 - $800 WEEKLY!
WWWEARNFXTRACASH.CQ\1'
Help Wanted
'. '. '..~..~ ..~
$6000 per month!
Processing government mort-
gage refunds. No experience
needed. I-888-649-3435Ext II I.
Parrilla Grill is looking for out-
going staff to work in Hyde
Park - Outdoor bar, specialty
grill, fun & fast paced environ-
ment. Please contact Scott
Graves at 323-HOTT.
Nu Look Car Wash
Now hiring
Service Advisors
Friendly & enthusiastic people.
Outdoor work environment.
Hourly wage plus commis-
sions (up to $15 per hour).
Apply at 5950 Fairview,
ask for Bob.
_$Great Opportunitys
Marketing Co. seeks reliable
and money motivated students
for credit card promos on cam-
pus. Excellent commission,
flexible hours. 800-592-2121
Ext 301.
IDEAL
EMPLOYMENT
...thosewhohaveexcellentverbal
skills and needa flexible
schedule...
IMAGINE THIS:
• Evening &Weekend shifts 211-40hrslwk
• Top Dollar· our reps average 'Hl2Jhour
• Paid Training
~~ STURNER & KLEIN
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
ASSISTANT ACCOUNTING
MANAGER
The Amalgamated SUQar
Company LLC has a position
. for an Assistant Accounting
Manager at our Twin Falls,
Idaho, factory office. Appli-
cants must have a degree in
accounting or business and
related experience. Additional
experience in Data Process-
ing/Accounting Interface is
preferred. Interested appli-
cants may send resume,
including salary history, to:
AmaIgamaIed Sugar~ LLC
Attn: Anita Mortimer
P.O. Box 1520
Ogden, Utah 84402
FAX: 801-393-8042
Eil'ahraliner@go.a'l'9.sl.g:I.a:m
SPECIAL EDUCATION
MAJORS
Want to move to northern Cal-
ifornia? Teach where you are
needed most- Students with
severe disabilities. Santa Clara
County _Office of Education
(San Jose, CA).
www,sccoe,org
Phone: 1-800-416-2624 or see
your career. center for more
information.
House for rent!
1025 Lincoln Ave. Close to
school, 3 bedroom, 1 bath.
Washer and dryer, parking,
fenced yard. $750/month, $500
deposit. No pets! 424-955
For Sale
ATTENTION GRAD STU-
DENTS
Approximately 180 sheets of
thesis paper; 25 lb, 25% cotton
rag, $6. 389-9798
Used car for sale
86Mazda Navaho B2000.
Longbed with camper top.
Great engine, $900 firm.
368-9604
Marketing
Assosciate
Great opportunity for self
starter with marketing or
sales background or similar
experience. Looking for an
individual that is willing to
develope & manage a small
area. 10% Commission +
base pay. $500·$BOO/wkpos-
sible. Great learning experi-
ence for student in similar
field. 25·30 hours/week.
FaX resumes to:
Attn Area Supervisor
(20B) 424-9969
or e-mail: Pjidaho@aol.com
Housing
- Roommate wanted. for three
bedroom, off Broadway, Close
to BSU. $262.50 per month +
1/3 utilities and a $167 deposit.
344-8168.
Wanted: Female roommate of
legal age to share 2 bedroom
duplex located one block from
BSU. Rent is $237.50, plus
utilities and $175 deposit. Call-
Dasha at 433-0824.
Roommate Wanted.
Own bedroom and bath. Near
campus, Park Center area.
$290/mo + ? utilities. Female
non-smoker preferred. 345-
9212.or 371-6218 (cell).
,.....,:------.J)
89 Hyundai 4 door Excel.
t'Jew raqiatpr'j 4txhapstJ& tim-
ing belt~Rebuilt.·e'ngine' \vith
68,000 miles. Comes with BSU
parking permit. $700 OBO.
424-8577, ask for Mathew or
Annemaria,
For Sale
1984 Pontiac Fiero
Red wi black interior. 4 spd,
good condition but needs
starter. $980 OBO.
338-0889 Eve
373-0486 Day.
Sports & Recreation
S.E.O. Jobs••For Jobs Listed Below
go to the Student
Employment Office, or
call 426-JOBS.
Job Title: Night Clerk Typist
Start Date: N/A Job Num-.
her: 3809 Wage: $8.00/houf
to begin, with a 90-day proba-
tionary period. HourslWeek:
Hours arc 6:30. p.m, to 11:30
.p.m, Sometimes the end time is
earlier depending on job flow.
12 - 20 hours/week with vaca-
tion and sick leave. Primary
Duties: This person wiII type
in the birth and death
announcements briefs for the
city desk, answer sports phone
calls and input scores and
sports briefs and other typing
and compiling of information
as assigned. Minimum Quali-
fications: Must be computer
literate with good' keyboard
skills, must be able to work
independently. Drug test.
required before starting work.
Job Title: Teller Start Date:
ASAP Job Number: 3763
Wage: D.O.E. HourslWeek:
20.to 25 hours per week. Pri-
. mary Duties: Cashiering,
customer service, and basic
bank teller responsibilities.
Minimum Qualifications:
Applicants must have previous
cash handling experience, the
ability to meet deadlines and
have good customer service
skills. Familiarity with com-
puters is desired.
Job Title:' Runner Start
Date: ASAP Job Number:
3774 Wage: S6.25/hr
Hours/Week: Flexible, can
work around school, Need a
morning person. Primary
Duties: Deliver to courts. var-
ious office duties. Minimum
Qualifications: Ability to
work independently and fol-
low instructions. Good driving
record.
Outdo~Yde
Bar .~ .Pari<
Fresh! Fresh! Fresh!..
IIOIfWBF' FINANCIAL
"'"The nation's premier finance
company is looking for qualified
individuals for spring/summer
internships and full time employ-
ment. Norwest's full time posi-
tions oHer a competitive starting
salary and great benefits. posi-
tions are available in the Treas-
ure Valley and throughout south-
ern Idaho.
If you are a junior or senior
business student (marketing,
finance, management, econom-
ics) looking for and internship or
will be graduating in May and
are interested in a career in con-
sumer lending. sign up to talk
with us. We will be on campus
interviewing interested candi-
dates on Tuesday, February 29.
Contact the Career Center (426·
1729) to sign up for an interview.
If you want to find out more
information about Norwest Finan-
cial, we will be having an infor-
mal career seminar from 6'7 PM.
on Monday, February 28 in the
Johnson Room at the Union.
We will be serving free pizza
and soda for those who attend.
(....._--........,...;.(111
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Lingerie for Men &Women
Adult Toys &Videos
Kama Sutra, Shoes &Morel
& receive a
$1.99 Burger & Fries at the Sports Zone.
Present your current
Student I. D.
hamburger & fries
for only$1.99 plus tax ....
U1HI\lIHO
Lillgene
Mon-Frilf).f;Fril~Sat 12-6
1609'FiveMile Rd.',
;327~897,'
"I> '
"
()nly_~tthe.Sp()~z.()ne
i': Itkatjd.ori:the .Gro~eIn DowntownBoise
-.' •.... ": ':,."., , : ; ..,<:.,<. -_. ; ..'.,.-_ -.,..'.: ,-.- "":" -,' " . .
